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Recruiting Experts

Technic experts wanted – and found!
It stands to reason that if you are looking for a job, or want to fill a vacancy in your
company, you will not be looking for just any job or candidate, but for the perfect
match. In finding this match, people grow is your perfect partner.

find for each candidate the ideal job and
for each vacancy the perfect candidate,”
Papanikolaou is pleased to inform.

TEXT: SILKE HENKELE

The work of people grow has only just
started and, given the fact that in Germany
alone 80 per cent of all employees work in
jobs unsuited for them and their abilities,
let’s keep our fingers crossed that their
services will continue to bear fruit.

“When I established my company people
grow in 2013, my aim was to help people
and companies alike to find their perfect
job or job candidate and to thus promote
success amongst both sides. In doing this,
my personal aim is to initiate a shift in the
working world towards an arrangement
where the human being, with all its facets and talents, becomes top priority,” says
Georgios Papanikolaou, describing the
intention and aim of his recruiting agency
people grow.
Having a well-founded technical education themselves, Papanikolaou and his
team are the perfect choice for the recruitment of technical specialists and managers. “Thanks to our in-depth knowledge
of the technical market and its players,
people grow is indeed the best contact.
We are familiar with the requirements of
this particular market, we know about the
special demands of any of these positions

and we have the means to find the perfect
match,” Papanikolaou explains.
In order to find this match, the team at people grow take on a holistic approach.“Each
of our clients, company and candidate
alike, are a unique entity. We value their
multi-layered singularity and our tailormade approaches are matched to their
specific needs and requirements. people
grow follows an approach that highly values communication and empathy. Honesty, determination, singularity, a human
touch as well as a deeply felt dedication to
our work are terms that characterise our
work approach,” says Papanikolaou.

www.people-grow.com
Top left: Georgios Papanikolaou, owner of people grow
recruiting experts. Photo: © G. Papanikolaou
Left: people grow - the expert for the recruitment for technical
positions. Photo: © Bigstock
Top right: Headhunting 4.0: intelligent recruiting solutions by
people grow. Photo: © Bigstock
Below: people grow - professional selection of candidates
through aptitude testing. Photo: © Bigstock

people grow’s approach evidently succeeds.“people grow may be a start-up, but
the success we have had so far proves us
and our approach right: the projects we
took care of in the last four years were all
crowned by success and we managed to
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